
On 17-02-02 6:41 PM, "Adobe Connect Notifications" 
<admin@adobeconnect.com> wrote: 
 
>  wadleigh:wadleigh is Earl Jeffrey 
>  Tom Unwin:Can you hear ok? 
>  Maria Hernandez:I can hear you loud and clear. :) 
>  Jane Marcum:I can hear! 
>  Tom Unwin: 
>  Jessica Rivera: 
>  Stevi Falukos:yes 
>  Tom Unwin:THANKS SO MUCH FOR CHECKING IN STEVE!! 
>  cathy westermann:Cathy Westemann 
>  cathy westermann:I do not have talk capability. 
>  cathy westermann:Ok great. I can hear you. 
>  Pam Garcia (Riverbend Team):I just joined with the 907 number:) 
>  Kristina Mulready:yay! 
>  Wendy Banner:I can hear you!  Thanks for checking 
>  Jeanne Smith:Jeanne can hear 
>  Margaret McLaughlin:I can hear 
>  Kelly Denny:I joined as listen only but can't hear aything. 
>  Kelly Denny:Im ok 
>  Kelly Denny:yes I can hear. I was having trouble with my headphones 
>  Kyra:yes, Kyra can hear 
>  meghan crow:I'm on and I can hear 
>  Karl Schleich:She is about 9 from the bottom 
>  Jenny K.:Hello! 
>  Jenny K.:I'm 541-704-8899 
>  Barbara DuBois:Hi everyone! 
>  Diana Kurka Anchorage:Hi Barbara! 
>  Barbara DuBois:Hi Diana! 
>  guest:Robert McClory, Hi everyone 
>  Karl Schleich:Bravo!  I can see the slides! 
>  Karl Schleich:I am NOT hearing anythng if there is someone speaking. 
>  Diana Kurka Anchorage:Yes Karl you should hear Kelly. 
>  Karl Schleich:Not hearing Kelly.  Am I the only one? 
>  Karl Schleich:Got it! 
>  Maria Hernandez:can't hear Chris 
>  Jem Gaceta:no audio 
>  David Piazza - SWRSD:same issue as last week presenter is muted 
>  Maria Hernandez:I think he has to unmute 
>  Kevin:no audio 
>  lovie:can't hear him 
>  Barbara DuBois:I can't hear anything 
>  Maria Hernandez:Yes we can hear you now 
>  Barbara DuBois:yes 
>  Jem Gaceta:none again 
>  guest:I was hearing just fine 
>  lovie:can't hear him 
>  Krisanne Morgan:There is no sound. 
>  JoNell Wallace:yes 
>  Maria Hernandez:Chris you have to press I think  is *6 to unmute just 
>you 
>  Diana Kurka Anchorage:All should be hearing Chris now! 
>  lovie:i'm not hearing him 
>  Krisanne Morgan:The voice is cutting in and out. 
>  guest:How do I change my name from "guest " to Robert McClory 
>  Sherri Carmichael:I'm only hearing him on my phone...  Is that how this 
>is supposed to work? 
>  Gabe OCampo:we have audio up and working 



>  Diana Kurka Anchorage:Make certain your speakers are on .  He is coming 
>through loud and clear. 
>  Tom Unwin:my sound is good - no problem 
>  Tom Unwin:He is loud and clear 
>  Diana Kurka Anchorage:Type in any questions you have as Chris is 
>speaking and I will be talking with him about them as he comes to a 
>place  to stop. 
>  Diana Kurka Anchorage:The video is posted on the Resources website. 
>This presentation is also posted. 
>  Laura Reynolds:Luar Reynolds here 
>  Diana Kurka Anchorage:Thanks Laura. 
>  Laura Reynolds:I am not able to hear Chris 
>  Diana Kurka Anchorage:Check your speakers. 
>  Laura Reynolds:trying diefferent approaches 
>  Diana Kurka Anchorage:Perhaps you will need to call in Laura.  If you 
>do, be sure to mute your phone*6 
>  Laura Reynolds:k 
>  Kristina Mulready:Did anyone get these slides as their webinar hand 
>out?  I have something differnent. 
>  Janice Banta:I have the same slides from the Web Resources page 
>  Jeanne Smith:yes, schools are the largest mental health treatment 
>centers f or children!!! 
>  Diana Kurka Anchorage:You have the Alaska Presentation.  There should 
>be another slide presentation there as well. 
>  Janice Banta:Here's the link: 
>http://www.asdn.org/webinar-resource-page-latest-news-from-trauma-informed 
>-schools-fall-2016/ 
>  Kristina Mulready:I have the ones from the resource page but it's not 
>the same as this presentation. 
>  Bob Thompson:These resources were not available until today. 
>  Kyra:Thanks for the 'tipt" for finding the ppt 
>  Megan Morton: the positive deviance initative might help get to best 
>practice. PD is asset-based, problem-solving, and community-driven. 
>http://www.positivedeviance.org/ 
>  Karl Schleich:Creating and supporting "best practice" classrooms is a 
>BIG undertaking! 
>  Karl Schleich:Leadership is partly the role of the principal, but more 
>and more we are recognizing the role of leadership teams!  Teacher 
>leaders are necessary to make progress! 
>  Barbara DuBois:Most importamt statement: Children care about learning 
>when they know you care about them. 
>  Aimee Kahler:I totally agree Karl! 
>  Karl Schleich:Punishment is pretty ineffective.  We actually push kids 
>and families away.  Over reliance on punishment is one the four simple 
>solutions that is ineffective. 
>  Laura A:I agree Karl.  We need to be a team to be successful. 
>  Gabe OCampo:some teachers have a very difficult time getting away from 
>this authority model. 
>  Karl Schleich:I agree.  Helping teachers to recognize the 
>ineffectiveness while providing them with tools (replacement skills) is 
>critical. 
>  Karl Schleich:Behavior can change!  Smetimes the change has to be born 
>by us as the adult. 
>  Rick and Lisa Currier:I believe as Chris stated earlier that most 
>educators enter and remain in the profession because we truly care about 
>helping kids. One aspect of that is preparing them for the adult 
>workplace and adult relatoionships. Accountability HAS to be a component. 
>I often ponder how will an irresponsiilbe or opositional student will 
>function as an adult. We do them ho favors if we don't hold them 



>accountable. 
>  Barbara DuBois:true 
>  Kim Meck:When developing contributing citizens, self control skills are 
>vital... 
>  Wendy Banner:Rick and Lisa - you are speaking my language now! 
>  Karl Schleich:Accountability is really important.  The manner in which 
>we hold the child accountable is key!  We can disiciple while 
>maintainingthe child's dignity. 
>  Karl Schleich:sorry...discipline 
>  Stevi Falukos:Yes, Karl.  We MUST 
>  Jeanne Smith: any recommendations on when a child might be ready to 
>learn about "the common language of truama". 
>  Kelly Denny:You made the comment that adults can not be forced to be 
>trauma informed, they must be invited.  What if they decline the 
>invitation? 
>  Megan Morton:it's a initative to implement any community change 
>  Janice Banta:Outside of the CLEAR support you provide in schools, where 
>can educators and clinicians best obtain hands-on train for 
>implementation of trauma-informed practices? 
>  Janice Banta:Training, not train. Sorry! 
>  Karl Schleich:Chris: Were you involved with the alternative school in 
>Walla Walla, WA featured in Paper Tigers?  if so, what might you share 
>about the journey that school staff made? 
>  Cheryl Stovner:The key is the student..they can change adults, 
>  cathy westermann:Not all adults are willing to change. 
>  Rick and Lisa Currier:What is the relationship between the Strength 
>Based  approach and Trauma Informed approach? 
>  Kim Meck:real Relationship with children change adults 
>  Kim Meck:changes 
>  Maria Hernandez:How can we get more information on implementation 
>science?  Also in terms of your 3 year program what cost would a district 
>be looking at per school? 
>  Karl Schleich:Many schools in Alaska are working to implement 
>"Foundations Teams" which are PBIS teams. 
>  Cheryl Stovner:change is hard, if it was easy we would all be doing it. 
> 
>  Debbie Langford:What can one do if you do not have leadership support 
>  Rick and Lisa Currier:Chris, could you exand on the last bullet on the 
>current slide "The power of common language as the first task? 
>  Karl Schleich:We do need to hold students accountable for their 
>behaviors.  However, as compassionate adults we can hold them accountable 
>while practicing understanding and sometimes, forgiveness. 
>  cathy westermann:PBIS needs to be much more than documented lessons in 
>the classroom. The PBIS has to be modeled and practiced by the adutls in 
>the school with the students daily. 
>  Rick and Lisa Currier:Yes! That;s a great statement about opportunity 
>to fail, learn, and grow. We tend to sanction failure when it is vital to 
>learning. 
>  Kyra:equal never means "fair" 
>  cathy westermann:Equal isn't fair always. Everyone has different needs. 
>  Cheryl Stovner:life is not fair 
>  Karl Schleich:I agree Cathy!  What we model is probably the most 
>effective way we teach! 
>  cathy westermann:Mr. Schliech you were my daughter Olivia's Principal 
>at Shaw a few years back. 
>  cathy westermann:Schleich 
>  cathy westermann:I do not expect you to remember her at all. :-) 
>  Cheryl Stovner:equal means looking at each student and finding out what 
>their unique needs are not lumping all students into one 



>  Bonnie Jason:An ongoing challenge is the transient nature of so many of 
>our traumatized families. The new student who walked through the door 
>yesterday has us all running in circles - as did the new student who 
>showed up last week. Many of these kids will only be in town for a month 
>or two and require so many of our resources. 
>  Wendy Banner:how about teaching replacement skills to the principals as 
>well.  Equitable and Equal are great terms, as are SEL and trauma 
>informed education.  Unfortunately, it is often seen that our most needy 
>children are given a pass and they know that they are not being held 
>accountable.  As one told a T.A. today - I have different rules and I 
>don't have to do anything anyone else does.  How do you get around that 
>when it is being taught by the principal? 
>  cathy westermann:Teachers sometimes view SEL as another burdon another 
>responsibility in the classroom. We need to help coach them that it is a 
>way of interacting with kids, not another responsibility. 
>  Karl Schleich:I agree Cathy!  And as Chris said earlier: "This is NOT 
>another thin on the plate....it is the plate." 
>  cathy westermann:A child wo feels safe, feels like they belong will 
>want to be in the place and paricipate in that place 
>  cathy westermann:terrible typing 
>  Jessica Rivera:Yes, the hand symbol of the brain by Siegel is great in 
>the classroom for my students. 
>  Kyra:hand motions/kenetics helps students understand 
>  Janice Banta:Mind Up can be used as early as preK 
>  Karl Schleich:Yep!  I have observed teacher in primary classroom in 
>rural Alaska learning about the brain, the amygdala and calming 
>strategies!  Young children are able to understand this stuff a lot! 
>  Karl Schleich:That classroom was using mind-up. 
>  Karen Reese:I explored the Mind Up strategies and philosophy a couple 
>of weeks ago for this class and if any of you have not explored the site 
>yet it is well worth it. 
>  Janice Banta::) 
>  Janice Banta::) 
>  Karl Schleich:Thank you Goldie Hawn!!! 
>  Laura Reynolds:can you please send those out? 
>  Laura Reynolds:Thank you 
>  Janice 
>Banta:https://traumasensitiveschools.org/tlpi-publications/download-a-free 
>-copy-of-helping-traumatized-children-learn/ 
>  Sherri Carmichael:I've taught Mind Up! to both Junior High and High 
>School, and it is great! 
>  Tom Unwin:Here is a thought.  One of the latest buzz words today - is 
>Visible Learning - this is profound stuff - we might all agree.  The 
>focus of Visible Learning - is instruction, curriculum and assessment 
>practices - and how to go about implementing these practices.  I don't 
>think there is much in this initiative about SEL.  I have been thinking 
>about - wack a mole - the game that has a pop up that you keep bashing 
>the latest mole that pops up.  In eduation we are DEEP  into "wack a 
>mole" it terrifies me that SEL will become just another mole we need to 
>wack - what are solutions about this?  Is our system saveable?? 
>  Karl Schleich:Bravo to Good News!!!! 
>  Sherri Carmichael:Yes! 
>  Karl Schleich::-) 
>  Kyra:Calm, consistent messgae - like a broken record... staying 
>predicible 
>  cathy westermann:I appreciate your bringing up that we need to "listen" 
>find out what the issue really is, rather than react which is not viewed 
>as a natural consequence by a student. Reactions are viewed as 
>punishments. Punishments shut down kids. 



>  Bonnie Jason:Perhaps families haven't changed, but I think schools 
>have. The increased academic expectations (especially with younger 
>children) as well as the frequent testing... I think schools are much 
>more stressful places than they used to be. 
>  Maria Hernandez:Great thank you very much for that. 
>  Maria Hernandez:Also I was wondering about the how much your 3 year 
>system would cost? 
>  nena robb:I find it challenging to explain to parents that their child 
>was hurt by another child.  They want the kid punished, they want to 
>speak with the child's parent...  How do you explain these things to 
>parents so that they understand? 
>  Kyra:how much? 
>  Maria Hernandez:40,000 per year per bldg without travel 
>  Kyra:Thank you 
>  Maria Hernandez:Actually sounds very reasonable. Thank you for the 
>numbers. I appreciate it. 
>  Jeanne Smith:how do you interface with Title 1? 
>  Sherri Carmichael:Turnover for staff, as well.. 
>  cathy westermann:many parents still disciple through punishment rather 
>than consequences and they do not understand the dfference between the 
>two and how a natural consequence can be more effective for child 
>behavior change. Perhaps conversing with them about the affects of 
>folowing thorugh with consequences and how more effective they are may 
>help those parents. 
>  cathy westermann:discipline 
>  cathy westermann:Yes I would 
>  Cheryl Stovner:any education based program is cheaper than 
>incarceration.  If this is a successful program and works how can it be 
>too expensive? 
>  cathy westermann:That is very sad and hurts my heart 
>  Jeanne Smith:do you think Betsy Devos will help move trauma informed 
>practice forward? 
>  Maria Hernandez:I won't take the 5th.  No I don't think she will help! 
>:) 
>  cathy westermann:Sorry to have to depart. Need to go help with Family 
>Night. 
>  cathy westermann:Enjoyed the informatina and interaction . Thank yo 
>very much. 
>  Janice Banta:Thank you!! 
>  Adrianne:Thank you! 
>  Maria Hernandez:Thank you very much for all the information.  You are a 
>wealth of Knowledge! I will see you in March! :) 
>  Jeanne Smith: This is all over if public education becomes about 
>vouchers people 
>  Dianne Orr:Yeah - I am so happy we get to have you at Fairview!  We 
>look forward to meeting with you! 
>  Kevin:Thank you! 
>  Megan Morton:Thank you, Chirs. 
>  Karl Schleich:Thank you Chris!!!! 
>  ann.stokes:Diana, please give a few coments about the paper. 
>  Bob Thompson:Thank you, Chris, for keeping this important information 
>in front of educators. 
>  Diana Kurka Anchorage:Hi Anni, yes I'll talk in just a minute. 
>  Maria Hernandez:can you email us the information?  Thanks 
>  Karl Schleich:Go Tough Kids!!! 
>  Diana Kurka Anchorage:go to asdn.org   All the classes are posted there! 
>  Maria Hernandez:Thanks Diana. 
>  Jeanne Smith:Thank you Dr. Blodgett, good talk 
>  Karl Schleich:Relace ment strategies for teachers who might not have an 



>expansive tool box! 
>  Kim Meck:Thanks Dr. Blodgett!! 
>  Karl Schleich:Thanks Diane! 
>  Wendy Banner:Thank you 
>  Kim Meck:Thanks Diane!  Your work on this has been tremendous! 
>  Sherri Carmichael:Thank you! 
>  Diana Kurka Anchorage:dianakurka@gci.net 
>  Asha Brown:Thank you! 
>  Bonnie Jason:Thanks so much. Very helpful! 


